
 

 



r autos is a concierge car buying service for Charter Members and FANNs of 
r network. We are making it simple and easy to buy a car without leaving your home
or office. Replace the annoying, high pressure, high commission salespeople with a
warm and professional r network concierge. 
 
Your concierge puts YOU in control. They work hard to find your dream car at the
price you want and deliver it directly to your door without you ever setting foot on a
dealer lot.

What is r autos?



r autos is not magic. The price and availability of the specific car you desire is still driven
by market conditions, but with us, you get access to nationwide inventory while avoiding high
sales commissions and hidden fees. 
 
Each vehicle is inspected prior to delivery, however, keep in mind that if you are
purchasing a pre-owned vehicle miles and condition will vary..
 
You may find a better deal locally. Our service is for the majority of people who do NOT
have insider connections for pre-owned automobiles. However, if you are a real car expert
and have personal connections that are local to you, you might be able to find a better
solution for yourself that does not involve shipping a car to you from somewhere else.
 
Don’t expect your concierge to negotiate on a vehicle you already located. Car dealers
are an interesting breed. They don’t like to sell cars to other dealers who have found you as
a buyer. This cuts into their profits and sales tactics. If you have the specific automobile in
your sights then you will need to negotiate that specific deal directly with that dealer. Be
thorough, watch for hidden fees, demand an inspection, negotiate hard and good luck.

What it is not



You choose your ideal specifications (make, model, color, etc.) and your dedicated r auto
concierge locates it, inspects it, purchases it at wholesale prices, and delivers it right to
your home or office in a matter of days. r autos is simply premium service and great
savings.
 
You will get a clear price...no haggling…no hidden fees. Autos can be any make, model,
or trim level and you can even add an extended warranty on most vehicles.

How does it work?



 

 It's as easy as 1, 2, 3

First login, second, click on your r autos concierge and third fill out the form, then let us get
to work for you.. 



Your r autos concierge is an auto enthusiast with years of insider experience in the auto
industry. 
 
You tell them what you want and they buy it direct from the Wholesale Dealer-Only
Auctions without the annoying advertising, aggressive salespeople, and heavy overhead.
 

Who is your concierge?



Our pledge to you

 
Your concierge will work hard to provide you the best options for your

situation at a budget that you can afford. All of our hand-picked

concierge providers have been rigorously interviewed and chosen

because of their dedication to customer service and their willingness

to provide you with exclusive savings.  In addition to the savings

offered, the r auto concierge donates a  portion of each sale that is

paid into the compensation plan for r network Charter Members.

Everyone needs a car, so it’s easy to imagine the money that will start

pouring in to your life each year as your team of Charter Members

and FANNs grows. 

 

The Bigger we Get, the Better it Gets!

 

Our pledge to you


